Introducing…

The FlexPay II CRIND

> Superior merchandising improves profits
> Enhanced, upgradeable security protects your investment
> Platform for growth delights customers
The FlexPay II CRIND

Available for new dispensers or as retrofit kits for existing dispensers in the field.

Encore S

Encore 300/500

The Advantage

Factory Installed

Retrofit Kit

SP-3704
The brightest idea on the block.
Building a compliant, compelling forecourt.

FlexPay II
Impress your customers.

Outshine your competition.

Did you know…

> That retailers with Applause TV have experienced up to 16% increase in same store sales vs. control group?

> Outcast’s Fuel Network is the largest national network for TV at the pump reaching 31 million viewers per month at over 1,400 stations. ATV Currently covers 41 Markets nationwide

> **Standard color screen** projects an upscale appearance and dramatically expands your promotional options

> **Advanced design** provides a premium forecourt experience and makes customers feel more secure

> **Seamless installation, even as a retrofit** presents a clean, organized image
Flexible software architecture, large memory capacity, and fast processing speed allow it to easily adapt to anything the future will bring.

specs
> Processing Speed – Up to 720 MHz
> SDRAM – 256 MB
> NAND Flash – 512 MB
Your multi-site solution.
Standardizing your forecourt payment systems.

FlexPay II.
A spectacularly uneventful integration process.

Specs:

- Supported POS Configurations:
  - Gilbarco Passport
  - VeriFone
  - Allied with Retalix POS
  - Allied with Pinnacle POS
  - Select versions of NCR/Radiant POS

- Available for The Advantage, Encore 300/500/S dispensers

- Compatible with multiple POS systems, enabling you to standardize your CRIND platform across multiple locations

- Seamless integration increases uptime, speeds maintenance, and creates a more consistent customer experience

- Gilbarco authorized service contractors designed FlexPay II for easy installation
New regulations? No problem.

Specs:
> Processing Speed – Up to 720 MHz
> SDRAM – 256 MB
> NAND Flash – 512 MB
> PCI-PED certification
> EMV certification

> PCI and EMV Certifications provide peace of mind and compliance
> Flexible CRIND architecture means that FlexPay II can adapt to regulatory change quickly and easily
> Modular construction makes future upgrades or replacements faster, less expensive, and less disruptive
> Gilbarco resources and know-how keep you on top of future industry developments
Simplifying Service

> **IP-Addressable units** allows interconnectivity on the site so you can hook up to one dispenser and broadcast updates to the rest of the site’s dispensers

> **CRIND architecture** stores software, firmware, and bank key information in the CRIND, simplifying dispenser component upgrades and replacements